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It’s common knowledge that trees lend incredible value to a property, both 

from their aesthetic beauty and their pragmatic functions. However, It’s not 

common knowledge that these giants have a worth that can be labeled 

with a price tag. Here are four ways to determine a tree’s value: 

Price- The price of a tree is in direct proportion to its size. Just price a       
4-inch diameter tree versus an 8-inch tree at your local nursery. But size 
also makes a difference once a tree is on your property. Big trees that  
provide plenty of shade and enjoyment are not only worth more than a  
recently planted one, they oftentimes are virtually irreplaceable. 

 

Location- A tree located in front of a facility, one that acts as a focal point, 
is more valuable than one situated at the back of a property. 

 

Health- Obviously, healthy trees are more valuable than sickly ones. A 
tree’s health can be determined by giving it a visual inspection from its 
roots all the way to its buds. 

 

Type- Some trees, just by their very nature, are more valuable than      
others. Depending on their size, location, species, and condition; trees 
alone can increase property  value. When partnering with other well      
designed and maintained landscape elements, they can really help your 
property climb up the value ladder.  

 

Happy Landscaping !  

 

Some Random Landscape Thoughts 
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We can help turn all of your outdoor living “dreams”, into reality! 

Call us today for  your FREE ESTIMATE at (559) 476-7236 

https://www.loveyourlandscape.org/commercial/landscape-planning-and-design/the-most-popular-trees-for-commercial-buildings-in-each-region-are/


Our favorite flowers to plant for a        

beautiful spring bloom  

To get the most "bang for the buck," choose the flower 

variety you want and then buy the biggest of that type 

of bulb you can afford.  

 

Azaleas                                                                                  

These shrubs can make an             

otherwise bland  landscape come 

alive with a dazzling display of     

flowers. They show best afternoon 

shade and prosper in  well-mulched 

      acidic soil. They should be fertilized 

      just before they bloom.  

 

Dicentra                                                                                    

The blooms are shaped like tiny 

hearts with a tear falling from the 

point of the heart. They  require     

partial shade in hot  climates,         

regular water during the   growing     

      season and a  fast-draining soil.  

 

Columbines (Aquilegia)                                                        

These perennials require full sun or  

partial shade and prefer  fast-

draining soil. They grow easily from 

seed, and established plants may be 

divided to  increase your stock.  

 

The Genus Viburnum                                                                  

A vast range of shrubs with attractive 

blooms, foliage and fruit. In hot       

climates some viburnums require   

afternoon shade to prevent the leaf 

tips from burning.  

 

Dogwood                                                                                       

A spring-blooming tree, that prefers  

afternoon shade. Some of the most  

widely planted spring bloomers are   

redbud and crabapple trees.          

Raised Wood Garden Bed  

• Start with a clean pallet.   

• Turn your pallets over. Then lay the 
garden fabric across the back. 

•  Begin stapling the garden fabric to 
the backside of the wood  pallet.  
Staple the  outer edges first, 
while  holding the fabric taut.  
Additional staples will need to 
be placed on the main beams 
that go through the center. 
Once it is  firmly secure, turn 
the pallet over.  

• Place the empty pallets where 
you want.  Once they are full 
they will be very heavy and  
hard to move.   

•  Fill the pallet with soil.  You can 
use some from your current garden 
area.  Add some sort of  a weed deterrent;  just a small amount 
will be fine.  If you would like an expedited growth, adding  
small amounts of miracle grow soil will be useful.  

• With the wood pallet garden bed filled, you can then start 
planting. Things you don’t want to plant in a pallet garden are 
those that require a deeper root system.   

 

Past issues of the newsletter can be viewed on our website; Facebook page and Instagram: 

www.JDMLandscapeCA.com 

Lavender Lemonade  

You Will Need:  

• 1 cup raw honey 
 

• 5 cups pure water 

• 1/4 cup dried lavender. Dried, organic culinary lavender 

• 6 lemons, peeled and juiced approx. 

Make it: 

1. Pour 1/2 the water in a pan, bring to boil and remove from heat. 

2. Add honey and dried lavender; let steep for approximately 20 

minutes. 

3. Strain mixture and pour into larger container. 

4. Add lemon juice and the remaining water.  Stir well. 

5.     Refrigerate. 

http://amzn.to/1rK63Kq
http://www.healthy-holistic-living.com/6-awesome-facts-lemons-know.html

